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71% of customers say 
that valuing their 
time is the most 

important thing a 
company can do to 

provide good service
Source: Forrester

71%





This year, 89% of 
companies expect to 
compete mostly on 

the basis of customer 
experience, versus 

36% four years ago.
Source: Gartner

89%

36%





By 2020, customer 
experience will 

overtake price and 
product as the key 
brand differentiator

Source: Walker

Customer Experience

Price

Product





86% of buyers will 
pay more for a better 
customer experience, 

but only 1% of 
customers feel their 

expectations are 
consistently met.

Source: Forbes

86%



By 2020, the 
customer will manage 
85% of its relationship 

with an enterprise 
without interacting 

with a human.
Source: Gartner

85%



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whether you are selling B2C or B2B, your frontline employees are critical to your customer experience.Particularly within the services context, the interactions between frontline employees and customers influence the overall perception of the service quality and ultimately, customer satisfaction. This is due, in part, to the fact that services are characterized by inseparability and intangibility, and it is often the employees themselves who deliver the service and act as a communication channel Consequently, it makes sense to promote positive attitudes among these employees.Employee attitude is an emotional state based on their own experiences in the workplace. This attitude is based on both objective and emotional issues such as salary, training received, work conditions, the socio-cultural profile of the employee, feelings towards the company or compatibility with company values, and ultimately determines whether employees are satisfied or dissatisfied. Along these lines, employees with a positive attitude who feel satisfied are able to perform better, which in turn favors company results. Therefore, it is vital for a company to understand the needs and expectations of their employees to increase their level of satisfaction, as satisfied employees treat customers better and offer an improved service.The role of frontline employees in customer engagement J. Cambra-Fierro I. Melero-Polob, R. Vázquez-Carrasco Elsevier – 2014Retrieved from: http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1138144214000060



Given that frontline employees 
play such a significant role in the 

overall customer experience, 
companies should take great care 

in managing their experience.

Source: Elsevier



Think Bigger Than Employee Portal









 Source: Intranet Benchmarking Forum - Digital Workplace Maturity Model 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Audit analysis (versus other analysis techniques such as personal observation, mechanical observation, content or trace analysis) provides the highest degree of structure, requires the least disguise or subterfuge, provides the highest opportunity for natural setting observation, and has the lowest observational and analytical bias.Example employee services that help drive engagement…Mobility (anytime, anywhere, on any device access to company assets and information)Crowdsourced research and development / Idea Inbox solutionCommunities of practice / common interestSearch (e.g. Employees, Skills, Customers)Information empowerment / knowledge managementForm and workflow solutions leveraging Nintex



Rethink Workspace

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a recent panel-based seminar, I was able to hear about the ways that a number of old, traditional businesses (Greyhound and 7-eleven) are thinking about their employee experience.  For both, a common thread in their definition and understanding of the "Modern Workplace" was enabling employees to work remotely. Both started their programs as a 90-day pilot focused on a subset of IT resources and initially limited it to 2 days per week.  Both viewed the implementation of their UC platform (Lync/Skype/Yammer) as a key dependency for the program. In a number of end-user surveys conducted by 7-Eleven during the pilot, they found that with a 77% response rate, 70% of respondents stated that they felt the overall service quality when interacting with pilot resources had improved. 7-Eleven also did some quantitative analysis to determine the impact of the change to the employees in the pilot.  They discovered that on average, for each day that an employee worked from home, that employee saved $17.62.  That savings amounted to almost $2,000 per year in direct benefit to each employee.



Rethink Meetings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wainhouse Research surveyed 4,700 end users of video conferencing found that the incentives for using video are shifting:94% noted that the biggest benefit was increased efficiency and productivity; 88% cited increased impact of discussions; and 87% said video expedited decision-making -- the same percentage who said it reduced travel.



Rethink Collaboration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The process of attaching, opening, modifying, and resending documents via email is tedious and time-consuming, but is changing the way people collaborate.  For example, Microsoft has introduced new sharing and collaboration features for Outlook Web App (OWA) and OneDrive for Business that allow users to insert document links into emails even if the documents aren't yet stored in the cloud. A user who wants to share a locally stored file can still send it as a traditional attachment. But if the user instead chooses the "Share with OneDrive" option, OWA will automatically upload the file to the user's OneDrive for Business account and generate a sharable link to the location.Once opened, users can begin editing the document in-place, even while others are editing.When users are editing a document in Office 365 they might see notification that others are working in the document too. There is no special co-authoring mode and no command to begin working together on a document. For example, if you were to initiate editing in Word Online as you normally would, and if others are also editing the document, Word Online alerts you to their presence, and shows you the paragraph they’re working on.



2-Dimensional Hierarchy Multidimensional (Faceted) Hierarchy

Rethink Information Organization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Taxonomies are used to classify records such as unstructured documents so that each document will be easy to identify and retrieve later. Historically, organizations have attempted to create a single corporate taxonomy that combined many kinds of information in a single classification system. Each record was assigned to a single complex class (node) in the corporate taxonomy.Unsuccessful taxonomies attempt to combine multiple dimensions into one grand scheme; unfortunately, blending many dimensions into a single taxonomy is often a recipe for disaster. Modern technology allows us to perform classifications that are far more complex and robust than traditional multi-dimensional classifications can support.Combining the classifications results from many dimensions lets us very accurately identify and describe information content. This dimensional or faceted triangulation allows for continual classification or “folksonomy” by using loose-lexicon social tagging over time.



Rethink Connections

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Technology such as Microsoft’s Delve can help you discover or “dig out” information at the top of your most-wanted list throughout Office 365 or OneDrive.Indeed, with the amount of active workstreams in today’s typical business, and the resulting volumes of information, keeping track of the  the name or storage location of every one becomes almost impossible.Delve locates your documents and shows you where to find them, no matter where they're stashed.It helps drive productivity by pulling the recent and related content quickly into your viewThe service also allows you to create your profile (like a comprehensive electronic business card) and view the profiles of your colleagues.  This can be particularly useful when searching for knowledgeable colleagues or those undertaking similar efforts to your own.Each person in the system has his own home page personalized to his specific preferences.Delve doesn't change preset permissions. You are only allowed to see documents you are authorized to see, and others won't see your private documents. However, as the system learns the preferences of you and your colleagues, it tailors the information it presents to you to match your personal habits.Bottom line: Using Delve, other people will never see your private activities. No one can see what documents you've pulled up, what emails you've sent or received, or anything else you have been doing online. People only have access to documents they are authorized to view or modify.



Rethink Process Automation
Human Resources Finance / Admin

Sales and Marketing

Ops / Procurement

Customer ServiceIT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Top 5 benefits of process automation:1. Less imperfect human interaction. Free your employees to do higher level tasks and automate the routine day-to-day stuff. Reduce human error and get your team focused on what really matters – the customer.2. Increase in productivity. Everyone spends less time on the manual process because BPA is handling the time-consuming work. For processes that span departments, the user simply fills out the information presented to them by the BPA software. They no longer have to remember the next step, or worry about getting it to the next person in a timely manner. It’s all automated!3. Consistency. Automating a process creates consistency, as your automation software does each step of the process exactly as you program it. There are no deviations or distractions.4. Training. Using forms to walk the user through a process, like an installation wizard, eliminates the need to teach them all of those little nuances that can muck up manual processes. Prompt the user only for the information that is absolutely necessary and let your automated program do the rest.5. Customer satisfaction. What if you received an email after the plumber came out to stop your leak, asking you if everything is okay? Just the thought alone is nice, but what if something is still leaking and that email also offered you the option to click a link and have someone call you? Wow! Your imagination is the limit, and your customers are your inspiration.



Drag. Drop. Done.

With Clicks not Code, the Nintex platform powers the solution

Dynamic document 
generation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leaders in the Salesforce ecosystem Document generation, assembly, �and deliveryGlobal standard in WorkflowQuick and easy Workflow AutomationNew document generation capabilities within SharePoint and Office 365Expanded opportunities through deep integration between Salesforce and Office 365Deliver new workflow based solutions to the Salesforce platform



It’s not just technology… Conservative 
companies that avoid risk-taking will lose 
talent, as employees across all age groups 
want to work for businesses committed to 
digital progress.  Strategy, not technology, 

is the key driver of success. 

Source: MIT / Deloitte



Making the Connection




Source: Forrester

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Employee Engagement Numbers Remain Stubbornly Low�Most employees report that they are not engaged with their jobs. And the numbers have hardly budged over the past decade. To Feel Engaged, Employees Need Purpose, Mastery, And Autonomy�People’s work motivates them when they feel that their jobs align with a higher purpose, that they are learning and applying new skills, and that they are empowered to choose the best way to perform their jobs. Contributing To Great CX Ful lls All Three Employee Motivation Levers�Creating experiences that meet or exceed customers’ needs provides employees with a purpose for their work. And doing so requires them to master new CX skills and to have the autonomy to tailor experiences for different customers. 



Build Engagement for Change
Engagement and a sense of belonging do not happen by chance. Senior 
management can leverage enterprise social technology to actively and 
continually engage management and employees in making change happen.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Last but not least: be sure your specific engagement objectives are measurable so you can adapt your approach when needed.



Catapult’s Fuse










Summary












Solutions@CatapultSystems.com
www.CatapultSystems.com
1.800.528.6248

Thank You
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